Information and control strategy to solve the degrees-of-freedom problem for nested locomotion-to-reach.
Locomoting-to-reach to a target is a common visuomotor approach behavior that consists of two nested component actions: locomotion and reaching. The information and control strategies that guide locomotion and reaching in isolation are well studied, but their interaction during locomoting-to-reach behavior has received little attention. We investigated the role of proportional rate control in unifying these components into one action. Individuals use this control strategy with hand-centric disparity-based τ information to guide seated reaching (Anderson and Bingham in Exp Brain Res 205:291-306. doi: 10.1007/s00221-010-2361-9 , 2010) and use it with sequential information to perform targeted locomotion to bring an outstretched arm and hand to a target; first with eye-centric τ information and then hand-centric τ information near the target (Anderson and Bingham in Exp Brain Res 214:631-644. doi: 10.1007/s00221-011-2865-y , 2011). In the current study, participants performed two tasks: locomoting to bring a rigidly outstretched arm and hand to a target (handout), and locomoting to initiate and guide a reach to a target (locomoting-to-reach). Movement trajectories were analyzed. Results show that participants used proportional rate control throughout both tasks, in the sequential manner that was found by Anderson and Bingham (Exp Brain Res 214:631-644. doi: 10.1007/s00221-011-2865-y , 2011). Individual differences were found in the moment at which this information switch occurred in the locomoting-to-reach task. Some participants appeared to switch to proportional rate control with hand-τ once the hand came into view and others switched once the reaching component was complete and the arm was fully outstretched. In the locomoting-to-reach task, participants consistently initiated reaches when eye-τ specified a time-to-contact of 1.0 s. Proportional rate control provides a solution to the degrees-of-freedom problem in the classic manner, by making multiple things one.